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Abstract
Replayability in games is important to many players as it increases the amount of play time
they get out of a game for the price they paid, which is why it is interesting to know how
replayability can be promoted in games with simple mechanics. Previous research has
categorised what motivates players to play a game again, as aspects of replayability. These
aspects and the inherent subjectivity of replayability have been taken into account to define
replayability. In this study, a game is designed to be replayable according to those definitions
and then iterated on three times. Four different tools and principles for designing for
replayability are used and evaluated in the design. All four tools and principles are considered
in the initial design, after which one or a few are selected to be used in each game iteration.
For each version of the game, the reason for, and the theory behind, design decisions is
documented. The game is then released and player data and answers to two questions within
the game are gathered to inform reflection. After which the design is reflected on before
designing the next iteration. Four different tools and principles were tested as part of the
design process. The Periodic Dilemma Generator (Aghekyan, 2021), the Aspects of
Replayability (Krall and Menzies, 2012) (Monedero March, 2019), game elements based on
randomisation (Bycer, 2018), and a tool to add synergy (Rosewater, 2013). Each of them
proved to be useful in different ways. The Aspects of Replayability helped focus the design
as goals to work towards. The Periodic Dilemma Generator tool was used throughout the
design as both a design tool and a guide for creating meaningful choices. Randomisation was
added as part of the game’s initial design and remained the main source of variance
throughout all iterations. Designing synergy between game elements then enhanced both the
Periodic Dilemma Generator and the randomised variance, making it the tool that provided
the most replayability in the game. Using these tools and principles together, they can guide
the design to enhance the complexity of a simple game to promote replayability.

Keywords: video games, game development, game design, replayability, replay value,
synergy, meaningful choices



Sammanfattning
Omspelbarhet i spel är viktigt för många spelare då det ökar mängden speltid de får ut av ett
spel för det pris de betalade, därför är det intressant att veta hur man kan främja omspelbarhet
i spel med enkla mechanics. Tidigare forskning har kategoriserat vad som motiverar spelare
att spela ett spel igen. Det kallas aspekter av omspelbarhet. Dessa aspekter och
subjektiviteten av omspelbarhet har beaktats för att definiera konceptet. I den här studien
designas ett spel för att vara omspelbart enligt de definitionerna och sedan designas tre
ytterligare iterationer. Fyra olika verktyg och principer som handlar om att designa för
omspelbarhet används och evalueras i designen. Alla fyra verktyg och principer används i
den ursprungliga designen, varefter en eller ett fåtal av dem väljs till att användas för att
designa varje iteration. För varje version av spelet dokumenteras orsaken till, och teorin
bakom, designbeslut. Spelet släpps sedan och spelardata och svar på två frågor inom spelet
samlas in för att informera vid reflektion. Varefter designen reflekteras över innan nästa
iteration utformas. Fyra olika verktyg och principer testades som en del av designprocessen.
Verktyget Periodic Dilemma Generator (Aghekyan, 2021), principen Aspects of
Replayability (Krall och Menzies, 2012) (Monedero March, 2019), spelelement baserade på
randomisering (Bycer, 2018) och ett verktyg för att lägga till synergi (Rosewater, 2013). De
visade sig alla vara användbara på olika sätt. Aspects of Replayability hjälpte till att fokusera
designen som genom att agera som mål att arbeta mot. Periodic Dilemma Generator användes
genom hela designen som både ett designverktyg och som en guide för att skapa meningsfulla
val. Randomisering lades till som en del av spelets ursprungliga design och förblev den
huvudsakliga källan till varians genom alla iterationer. Att designa synergi mellan
spelelementen förbättrade sedan både Periodic Dilemma Generator och den randomiserade
variansen, vilket gjorde det till det verktyg som gav mest omspelbarhet i spelet. Genom att
använda dessa verktyg och principer tillsammans kan de vägleda designen för att förbättra
komplexiteten i ett enkelt spel och främja omspelbarhet.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Introduction
Replayability is important to many players when they buy a game. As the property of a game
that makes us want to play them again, replayability increases a game’s value. Replayable
games can be played multiple times so a player can get more playtime out of them. This
increases the player’s perceived value of the game, which makes creating a replayable game
attractive to game developers. There is, however, no clear design methodology to specifically
design for a replayable game.

Though replayability can increase a game’s value, it is usually not the main focus in game
development. However, the goal of this study is to attempt to design a game specifically for
the purpose of it being replayable. The game will be designed to have a simple core gameplay
loop to test how small games can be designed to be replayable. This will also make creating
the game feasible within this study’s time window. In designing the game, four design
principles and tools that can be used to design for replayability will be tested. The tools are
the Periodic Dilemma Generator (Aghekyan, 2021), the Aspects of Replayability (Krall and
Menzies, 2012) (Monedero March, 2019), game elements based on randomisation (Bycer,
2018), and a tool to add synergy (Rosewater, 2013).

In designing the game, an initial version of the game will be created, followed by three
iterations. Each version will be released online to be tested and the data collected will be used
to inform reflection on the design process of creating it. The aim and theoretical context of
design decisions taken will be recorded using critical journaling and will also be part of the
reflections. Throughout the process, the usefulness of the four design principles and tools will
be evaluated.

In the initial design, all tools and principles will be used, after which, one or a few of them
will be used depending on the aim of the iteration:

● Iteration 1
- The Periodic Dilemma Generator
- The Aspects of Replayability
- Rosewater’s (2013) tool to add synergy

● Iteration 2
- Rosewater’s (2013) tool to add synergy

● Iteration 3
- The Periodic Dilemma Generator
- Rosewater’s (2013) tool to add synergy
- Game elements based on randomisation
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There are many aspects to what makes a game replayable. In this study, the focus will be on
the mechanics and systems of a single-player game and how they can be designed to facilitate
replayability. This is however not the only possible contributor for replayability.
Replayability as a concept is broad and difficult to measure as one person’s reason to replay
will be different from another’s. The game made for this study will contain other elements
such as graphical design, that could influence the game’s replayability for certain players,
while not for others.

1.2. Background
This section summarises theories used in this study and concepts needed to understand them.
Sections 1.2.1 to 1.2.7. explains concepts that are used throughout the study. Section 1.2.8.
regards replayability, how it can be defined and how it is seen in this study. Then section
1.2.9. explains the four design principles and tools that are tested in the study.

1.2.1. Game design practice
An iterative approach to game design will be used during this study. Fullerton, Swain and
Hoffman (2003) describe the approach as simply designing, testing and evaluating as a cycle,
then repeating the cycle all through the development process. One cycle is then an iteration of
the game. An iteration can be as small as the process of changing a single element of a game.
(Fullerton, Swain and Hoffman, 2003) In this study there will however be an initial version of
the game, and additional iterations will thereafter be released in consistent cycle lengths. The
iterative process of designing, testing and evaluating in cycles will be used within the design
of every iteration.

1.2.2. Roguelikes
Josh Bycer (2020) writes that the roguelike genre is known for games that use randomisation
to achieve high replayability. (Bycer, 2020) Because of this, the initial design of this study’s
game will feature many qualities reminiscent of roguelikes.

Examples of roguelike games are Slay the Spire (Slay the Spire, 2017) and The Binding of
Isaac (McMillen and Himsl, 2011).

1.2.2.1. The core of roguelikes

Using Wilson’s (2019) Player Synthesis and Developer Protocol models, they provide a look
at players’ perceptions of what a roguelike game primarily consists of, and a perspective from
a developer on roguelike design patterns. (Wilson, 2019)
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By analysing comments from forum discussions and game reviews, Wilson creates what they
call a Player Synthesis model of roguelikes. It consists of player definitions and is narrowed
down to the following three features:

● High difficulty: While subjective, a game considered hard by most players likely has
a high degree of difficulty.

● Procedural content generation: Content is generated following a formal procedure
and can be applied to most types of game content.

● Permadeath: Upon death, the player loses access to the playthrough and has to start
their next playthrough from the beginning, losing all previous progress.

This is a broad definition that was intended to complement the following Developer Protocol
model based on Tom Cadwell’s roguelike patterns and an interview held and recorded by
Wilson. (Wilson, 2019) While the definition is broad, it gives a good overview of how
roguelikes are perceived today.

The Developer Protocol as mentioned looks at roguelikes from a developer’s perspective and
contains five design patterns based on roguelike games. These patterns are not restricted to
roguelikes but are commonly seen reinforcing each other and are expressed well in the genre.
These are the five genre-defining design patterns:

● Random parallel learning: Allowing for mastery of several skills openly available at
most times during gameplay.

● Hero or zero: With sharp in session progression and consequences, major victories
especially stand out as memorable.

● Diverse tools and making do: Encourages player creativity through imperfect tools
that fit varyingly good in different situations.

● Competing objectives and strategic commitment: With short-term and long-term
goals competing, dilemmas arise encouraging self-expression and strategic
judgement.

● Variety, not randomness: Variety is superior to randomness as it allows for control
and understanding from both the designer and player through curation.

(Wilson, 2019)

1.2.2.2. Awareness of unrepeatability

As mentioned in section 1.2.2.1., permadeath is a big part of what makes a game fit into the
roguelike genre. During a playthrough of a roguelike game due to the randomisation, the
player’s character typically becomes more and more unique as the game progresses. Upon
death, everything that made that character unique is then lost. If the player was unaware that
this would happen, the player would likely be disappointed and even frustrated.
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What makes permadeath work so well in a roguelike game is partly due to what Jaime
Monedero March (2019) mentions. It is the player being informed beforehand, either
explicitly or through implicit knowledge. Because the player is aware of the functionality of
the permadeath mechanic going into the game, the player will likely put more weight on their
decisions as significant in-game progress is at risk. When the player then tries something
more courageous with success, it will have a more memorable impact. (Monedero March,
2019)

Anna Anthropy and Naomi Clark (2014) write about death and having to repeat parts of a
game as a way of punishing players, but also as a way to explore or learn. They write that
repeating a part of a game that they have already played can seem boring to a player.
However, repetition can still be useful. According to Anthropy and Clark, repeating a part of
a game can allow a player to explore it more if the game is open enough that it can be played
in different ways. They also claim that repeating a part of a game can serve as practice. Dying
then becomes an opportunity to learn to overcome the challenge the player initially died
trying to overcome. (Anthropy and Clark, 2014)

1.2.3. Mechanics
Game mechanics are the rules of a game, both those known to the player and those that are
hidden. The mechanics are what affect the operation of the game (Adams and Dormans,
2012). Lasse Weissenberg Thygesen (2014) writes that mechanics can be seen as mechanics
that are there for the sake of the player reaching the game’s main goal and mechanics that are
not. The earlier mechanics can be defined as primary mechanics and can be directly applied
to conquering the challenges needed to finish the game. (Weissenberg Thygesen, 2014)

Primary mechanics are consistently available to the player throughout the game. The
mechanics that do not necessarily exist for the player to reach their goal are defined as
secondary mechanics. Secondary mechanics facilitate interaction with the game world and do
not consistently remain available for the player. There are also mechanics not included in the
primary or secondary designation. (Weissenberg Thygesen, 2014)

Multiple mechanics working together for a common purpose creates a system which Katie
Salen Tekinbas and Eric Zimmerman define as: “...a set of parts that interrelate to form a
complex whole.” (Salen Tekinbas and Zimmerman, 2003, p. 68)

1.2.4. Gameplay loops

1.2.4.1. Gameplay loop

In Emmanuel Guardiola’s (2016) definition of a gameplay loop, they put focus on action and
formalise it as verbs. They explain how to use the gameplay loop as a tool from that
definition. The intention is to assist early game development by representing and accurately
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visualising player actions during gameplay. To create the gameplay loop, each action needs to
be analysed and connected as verbs and some light context in a flow chart. Deciding on what
to include as actions can vary in complexity. Guardiola suggests using in-game action and
out-game actions to help divide these actions up into more clear categories. Most in-game
actions require input, but most importantly, they are represented in the game. Out-game
actions are on the contrary actions that take place outside of the game using information
received from the game. Examples of this could be planning and making decisions.
(Guardiola, 2016) A core gameplay loop is described by Bycer (2020): as “...the primary
system or set of mechanics that someone is going to spend doing in your game.”.

1.2.4.2. A simple gameplay loop

In this article, a simple gameplay loop is viewed as having few actions, especially in-game
actions.

1.2.5. Meaningful choices
Salen Tekinbas and Zimmerman (2003) describe meaningful play in games. They write that a
game's meaningfulness is described in two parts. Firstly, a player’s actions must have
consequences within the game system for the game to be meaningful at all. That is however
only a description of meaning on a descriptive level. Meaningful games are meaningful on an
emotional and psychological level. They continue to write that an action must then be both
discernible and integrated to be meaningful. A discernible action is an action that the player
must be able to understand the consequences of. An integrated action is one where the
consequences cannot only be visible immediately, they must have an impact on the game
world. The consequences of a meaningful action should be seen both as the choice is made
and affect the player as they progress through the game. (Salen Tekinbas and Zimmerman,
2003)

Narek Aghekyan (2021) writes that for choices in games to be meaningful, they need to be
both informed and have consequences. A game system should provide both the benefits and
the cost of its choices. Then the choices should affect the game system’s state, bringing the
player closer or further away from their goal. Additionally, a choice should be dilemmatic.
That is, there should be no apparent optimal answer to the choice.

While the choices should be informed, Aghekyan also writes that the outcome of the choice
needs to be unpredictable regarding the game’s goal. The player’s choice should not have an
outcome that is apparent that it leads to a certain victory or defeat. If the outcome of a choice
is obvious it will not feel like a choice at all. (Aghekyan, 2021)
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1.2.6. Emergence
Jesper Juul (2002) describes emergence as the game variations that arise from a smaller set of
game rules. Games with emergence tend to be replayable as players can find different
strategies for dealing with emergent gameplay. When parts of an activity, or game, create a
whole activity that is more than the sum of its parts, the activity is emergent. Juul writes that
emergent games have a variety of potentially different game sessions allowed by its rules.
Strategies and cooperative play can also count as emergence. (Juul, 2002)

1.2.7. Synergy and lenticular design
The purpose of synergy in Mark Rosewater’s (2013) words is: “...synergy is connecting
things such that they produce something more potent in aggregate than in isolation.”
(Rosewater, 2013). In other words, the purpose of synergy could be seen as creating what is
brought up in section 1.2.6., emergence. Rosewater goes on to explain how synergy rewards
the player for playing more as it creates discovery and encourages the player to seek it out.
More discovery means that the game can be played for longer before getting repetitive.
(Rosewater, 2013)

Rosewater (2013) brings up other reasons why having synergy is valuable in a game. One of
which is how it increases player skill expression as the player has to get a grasp of the hidden
complexity, and how to optimally strategise using it. Another reason is how discovery allows
the player to feel accomplished when finding certain combinations of game elements that
synergise. Synergy also allows content to be hidden in between the game components,
therefore both hiding complexity and adding depth to the game. (Rosewater, 2013)

Hiding complexity might sound counterintuitive, but the purpose is described by Rosewater
(2014) as being to lower the entry barrier for new players. By hiding the complexity, it is still
there and can be discovered, but it does not come off as daunting to new players. Rosewater
coined the term lenticular design to further explain this concept. Designing for synergy is a
great tool to create lenticular design, further increasing the value of synergy. (Rosewater,
2014)

Lenticular design consists of three complexity types. The first simply is how easy or hard it is
to comprehend what an action will do. The second is how difficult the action is to keep track
of while in play, where it might actively interact with several elements of the game at all
times. And the third and last, strategic complexity, refers to how difficult it is to understand
the value in a situation where the context of all game elements has to be accounted for.
(Rosewater, 2014)
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1.2.8. Replayability

1.2.8.1. Replayability

The words “replayability” and “replay value” are often used interchangeably. In this study,
the concept will be referred to as replayability.

Frattesi, Griesbach, Leith and Shaffer (2011) differentiate between playability, replay and
replayability. They explain that playability is tied to why a game is first played through, while
replayability ties to why the player plays the game again after the initial playthrough. The
reason that a game is replayable can be the same or different from the reason it is playable.
Replay, according to Frattesi et al. is then the act of playing a game again after already
experiencing it. Replay can also describe the action of playing again. (Frattesi et al., 2011)

When making a design decision, it will likely not always be able to accurately tell whether
that change will add playability, replayability or both. With this in mind, tools and a
definition that incorporates the ambiguity of playability and replayability will be needed.
Further, it is necessary to define aspects of replayability that do not describe playability. With
that, design decisions can be aimed to add replayability, even though the outcome of the
decision may add playability in addition to the replayability that was aimed for.

For a player to be able to replay a game, Weissenberg Thygesen (2014) writes that the game
must be similar enough through subsequent playthroughs after the first. If the game was too
dissimilar, the second playthrough would be playing another game. The game should also not
be too similar across playthroughs as the player would then be re-experiencing the game
rather than replaying it. Weissenberg Thygesen uses the word “sameness” to describe this
similarity. (Weissenberg Thygesen, 2014)

Sameness refers to the function of the game staying the same, not the individual elements.
For example, if a player character can run and jump on two different game levels, yet the
running and jumping work the same. The running and jumping mechanics have sameness and
playing the two levels feel the same. Weissenberg Thygesen also recognises that change is
not necessary for replayability as many games are replayable by merit of being fun enough to
play. (Weissenberg Thygesen, 2014)

Jaime Monedero March (2019) presents another view on replayability. Monedero March
argues that if a game is replayable after the first playthrough, then something has been lost,
and the experience of the first playthrough is now unrepeatable. The first playthrough cannot
be repeated whether the only change is that the player now knows what to expect from the
game, or whether there has been a change to elements of the game. (Monedero March, 2019)

Joseph Krall and Tim Menzies (2012) writes that replayability can quantify how enjoyable a
game is. They describe it as “...a measure of how long a person can enjoy a game before it
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becomes boring.”(Krall and Menzies, 2012, p. 461). This description gives a possible use for
replayability. However, it does not cover all aspects of replayability that are relevant to us.

Weissenberg Thygesen (2014) presents a two-part definition. One of which defines what
makes a game replayable and the other how replayable a game is. The first describes
replayability as reliant on that the core mechanics of a game retains sameness, while the
secondary and other mechanics change. This should create a continuously new-feeling
experience. The second definition describes replayability as the time spent between
playthroughs. Meaning that a game that is played again after several years is not necessarily
replayable to the extent of a game that makes the player feel like playing again soon after
finishing it. (Weissenberg Thygesen, 2014)

In this study Weissenberg Thygesen’s (2014) definitions will be used, as they define what
replayability is while being broad enough to accommodate different ways of adding
replayability to a game. Additionally, replayability as a measure of a game’s longevity as
described by Krall and Menzies (2012) will be used to complement the definition.

While replayability can be defined as a phenomenon, the player’s motivation to play again
remains subjective. It is uncertain what parts of a game, if any, makes a game replayable for a
specific person. A game’s replayability might not even stem from the game itself, but from
the community around it or other external circumstances. There are likely as many reasons to
play a given game as there are players playing it. However, possible player motivations can
be grouped up to focus only on those that share certain traits.

1.2.8.2. Why players play again

Krall and Menzies (2012) break up replayability into six aspects: Social, Challenge,
Experience, Mastery, Impact and Completion. Each aspect describes a player's motivations to
replay games.

● Social aspects concern playing with others.
● The challenge aspect comes from when a player replays a game to seek new

challenges. This is done because overcoming challenges often lead to a feeling of
euphoria.

● The experience aspect stems from the want to re-experience a game that the player
deems unique or memorable.

● The mastery aspect refers to a player’s desire to replay the game to increase their skill
in playing it.

● Impact refers to the will to have some control over the game. Players enjoy having an
impact on the game world.

● Replaying for completion means that the player wants to find and experience all
aspects of a game.

(Krall and Menzies, 2012)
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These aspects of replayability are built on Frattesi et al. 's (2011) aspects. Frattesi et al.
describes the aspects: Difficulty, Completion, Social Aspects, Randomisation and “The
Experience”. (Frattesi et al., 2011) Frattesi et al. 's version seem to contain both motivations
for replaying and techniques to achieve replayability. Whereas Krall and Menzies’ version
consistently focuses on player motivation. Frattesi et al’s Randomisation, for example, is
described as a technique for keeping something interesting and new (Frattesi et al., 2011).
Krall and Menzies on the other hand write about randomness as part of the impact aspect of
replayability. They describe it as having a large impact on how in control the player feels, and
subsequently how motivated to play the player feels because of it (Krall and Menzies, 2012).
The focus on motivation makes Krall and Menzies’ Aspects of Replayability more relevant to
this research. Regarding the social aspect, it may still impact this study’s game’s replayability
through communication between players outside of the game.

Monedero March also writes about player motivation and presents four different reasons that
players want to play again. Krall and Menzies’ Aspects of Replayability solely refer to the
motivation of playing a game again after the player has already experienced the game.
Monedero March was, on the other hand, concerned with motivations for replay even in the
event where the player cannot experience the entirety of the game. (Monedero March, 2019)

Monedero March’s reasons for replay are Explore, Experiment, Change and Relive.

● Explore as a reason to replay refers to a player wanting to find and see content in the
game that they could not in their first playthrough.

● When a player wants to experiment in this case, it means that the player wants to try
different actions than in their previous playthrough, to see what different events could
happen.

● To change means that the player goes back to change the outcome of a decision they
specifically were unhappy with. This includes performing better in a challenge and
conquering a task they previously failed.

● Players may also want to replay to relive the experience. This is to stay immersed in
the experience longer. The experience can be a challenge or the game world, but also
a social experience as part of a social game.

(Monedero March, 2019)

The Aspects of Replayability will be used as types of experiences to design for in the study’s
game and to understand Weissenberg Thygesen’s definition of replayability. Not all possible
Aspects of Replayability will be looked at. Both the social and extrinsic aspects will be
excluded from discussions in this study and as much as possible from the game. Social
aspects include multiplayer modes, leaderboards and highscores. Anything that makes a
player want to play multiple times only to show something to their friends. Extrinsic aspects
can include rewards in-game that are not part of the game’s systems. Achievements, images
or cutscenes are examples of such rewards. Narrative and art as reasons for replay will also
be excluded. Instead, the focus will be on designing a single-player game that players feel
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motivated to play many times because of its mechanics, gameplay-related systems, and how
the player can interact with those systems.

1.2.8.4. Definition of replayability

1.2.8.4.1. Definition

To define the broad topic of replayability, two definitions written by Weissenberg Thygesen
(2014) will be used. These definitions cover the parts of replayability that are relevant to the
study and are broad enough to contain the explanations of replayability found in Krall and
Menzies’ (2012) and Frattesi et al. 's (2011) theories. The first definition describes what parts
of the game need to be in place to make it replayed, and not just played, and what aspects of
the game help to facilitate a more replayable experience. The second more so defines
playability as how replayable a game is in a measurable way. Using these two definitions
should help guide the design of this game in the right direction, but might not be applicable to
all types of games. It is also still difficult to accurately measure replayability, even when
defined in this way.

1. “Replayability, as [Weissenberg Thygesen] defines it, relies on the sameness of the
[primary mechanics] to remain a replayable experience and the changeability of the
[secondary and other mechanics] to create a sense of perpetual novelty where new
methods are discovered through mastery of skill.” (Weissenberg Thygesen, 2014, p.
18)

2. Replayability can also be defined as the time between game playthroughs.
(Weissenberg Thygesen, 2014)

The following three parts of replayability are explained to more clearly define replayability.

1.2.8.4.2. Longevity

“The longevity of a game can be viewed as an indication of how long this content can entice
us and does not necessarily imply that a game is played multiple times.“ (Weissenberg
Thygesen, 2014, p. 20). Similarly to the quote, this article will use longevity to describe the
amount of time played until the game is no longer enjoyable enough for the player to keep
playing. As Weissenberg Thygesen mentions, this term can be applied to games that do not
expect to be replayed as well, and therefore the term needs support to define replayability.

1.2.8.4.3. Perpetual novelty

Perpetual novelty is brought up by Weissenberg Thygesen (2014) while trying to define
replayability. Weissenberg Thygesen uses it to express how mechanics, other than the primary
mechanics, should change or be altered enough to create a varied, or unique feeling
experiences in each playthrough. (Weissenberg Thygesen, 2014) Without straying away too
far from the primary mechanic, this sense of perpetual novelty is one of the most important
aspects of making a game replayable. For example, adding more variance to the game
increases the games perpetual novelty which then increases the longevity of the game.
Therefore, it is the most obvious part of the definition to design for.
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1.2.8.4.4. Time between playthroughs

The time between playthroughs specifically refers to the time it takes for the player to press
the play button again after ending a playthrough (Weissenberg Thygesen, 2014). Shorter
times between playthroughs would therefore entail that the game is more replayable
compared to a game that might be played years after the first playthrough.

1.2.9. Designing for replayability
Tools and principles that will be used to inform design decisions made when designing the
game. These tools and principles were the most prevalent found throughout the background
research and development of the game.

1.2.9.1 The Periodic Dilemma Generator

Aghekyan’s system and tool, the Periodic Dilemma Generator (PDG) is intended for
analysing and creating replayable games. It contains three properties of what make up
interesting choices that were previously brought up in section 1.2.5.. In short, the choices
should be meaningful (informed and have consequences), dilemmatic (conflicting, no optimal
choice), and have unpredictable outcomes in terms of achieving the goal. The PDG as a
system periodically allows the player to choose one option out of several choices. Aghekyan
suggests that a highly replayable game has one or more PDG systems built into the core loop.
When implementing a PDG system the designer should strive to have the three properties
mentioned, in place as consistently as possible. (Aghekyan, 2021)

1.2.9.2 Designing for Aspects of Replayability

Krall and Menzies (2012) propose a design methodology using their six Aspects of
Replayability and their gathered data on players' motivations to play again. This methodology
will not be used as it requires data gathered on game genres that correlate with the game
developed for this thesis.

Krall and Menzies (2012) also provide the following descriptions of how to design for their
Aspects of Replayability. These will be used in designing the game.

● Social: emphasising player interaction such as cooperation or competition with other
players.

● Completion: there should constantly be something that keeps the player playing, such
as a compelling story, attractive aesthetics, or being introduced to new content.

● Experience: while a hard aspect to provide tips for, generally aiming to make a
unique playing and feeling game is of importance in this aspect.

● Challenge: the aim should be to have the game balanced for the player to stay in the
flow zone while also having the perception that the challenges are hard.

● Mastery: features that are perceived to make the player stronger and skills that the
player can spend countless time to become better at.
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● Impact: choices made by the player should feel meaningful and affect the outcome of
the game. It should not feel too random nor too predetermined.

(Krall and Menzies, 2012)

Monedero March’s (2019) reasons for replay, as they are based on the Aspects of
Replayability, will also be considered when designing the game.

1.2.9.3 Elements that create variance

Variance is used by Bycer (2018) to describe how many different and viable ways a game can
be played in. To make a game replayable, it is therefore important to increase the variance in
the game. Bycer goes on to explain how to create variance and gives examples of elements
that are known to do just that in previous games. The main thing Bycer emphasises is to
reduce the number of static game elements. (Bycer, 2018) Below are a few examples of
elements that could be applied to this game.

One important aspect to consider for introducing variance is to randomise or procedurally
generate the game elements. Bycer (2018) differentiates randomising content from procedural
content by randomising already existing content, versus generating new content. Random
content will give the designer more control as all elements are pre-designed. Procedural
content instead creates unique content that could be so unique that no other player sees the
exact same thing. This can however take power away from the designer as they can not know
for sure what will be generated. (Bycer, 2018)

A commonly used element is item pools that can be spotted in a lot of games, including some
examples of roguelikes that Bycer (2018) brings up. Item pools usually contain game
elements made by the game designer and are randomly picked from the pool as choices or
rewards for the player. The larger the pool, the less frequently the player will receive the
same items. But simply adding more elements to the pool is not a straightforward process.
The game can start to feel too random if the elements vary in strength, or if what the player
receives from the pool feels too unpredictable. It is therefore important to keep an item pool
balanced, which can be tough. (Bycer, 2018)

It can also be important to make the environment the players will be in feel more varied
inside the game. This is often referred to as biomes, but the video game version of biome
which Bycer (2018) defines as “A collection of all the predefined elements that can appear
within a given gamespace.” Bycer (2018). By randomly or procedurally generating the game
space, it will feel more varied. If there then also are multiple biomes, that will increase the
game’s variance even further. (Bycer, 2018)
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1.2.9.4. Synergy

It is made clear that synergy is important to make a game more replayable in section 1.2.7..
The following is how it will be implemented. Creating and meeting needs seem to be the way
according to Rosewater (2013). A game element with a need can mean multiple things but is
in most cases some sort of reliance on another game element or effect. Certain conditions
have to be met for the game element to work at all, or for it to become stronger. Here’s a list
of five ways to add synergy given by Rosewater:

● Create dependencies: needs that can be met by other game elements or effects.

● Create answers for your dependencies: meet the needs of other game elements or

effects.

● Crisscross your solutions: singular game elements or effects that have and meet needs,

or have or meet several needs.

● Layer your solutions: create needs that have needs on their own.

● Create resources that can be harnessed: create singular game elements or effects that
can connect to other game elements in multiple ways.

(Rosewater, 2013)

1.3. Aim

1.3.1. Aim
The aim of this study is to design a game with the intent of it being replayable through its
mechanics, gameplay related systems, and how the player can interact with those systems.
Originally, part of the aim was to possibly discover design principles and methods that could
be used to form a methodology for designing for replayability in the future. However, after
learning about existing principles and tools, that part of the aim is to test those design
principles and tools to see how they can be used to design for replayability in the game and
possibly other games.

1.3.2. Research Question
How can we promote replayability in a game with a simple gameplay loop?

1.4 Theory of Method
To answer the research question at least three iterations of the game will be designed and
tested. The design of each iteration will be documented and reflected upon before design of
the next iteration starts. The design will be documented to allow discussion on the design
process and design ideas that arise during development. It will consider why and how the
theories and tools are used to promote replayability, and will help evaluate their effectiveness
both as singular tools and in combination with others.
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1.4.1. Critical Journaling
A method of critical journaling that Zoë Sadokierski (2019) details in their paper about the
subject will be used. Keeping to the method, a journal of the design process will be kept. The
journal will include the theory that informs the design decisions, design process and
reflections on the design and possible further design of each iteration. This journaling will be
done in five parts per iteration.

● When designing each iteration, the reason for any design decisions will be
documented. That is the aim.

● The theory that supports the design decisions will be documented as their context.
● The process of creating each iteration will also be documented, after which the

iteration will be released for testing.
● After which the data from the playtest, as well as the design of the iteration will be

critically examined. The design will be reflected on, and the reflections will be
documented as reflection on action.

● Finally, reflection on the design aimed at using what was learned in designing the next
iteration will be documented as reflection for action. This will be considered in the
development of the next iteration.

1.4.2. Playtests

1.4.2.1. Playtest reach

The initial version of the game and each iteration will be released in a version playable in
browser on itch.io (https://itch.io/) and shared on various websites. The iterations will, with
consent, automatically collect data from players and contain questions for the players to
answer. The data will be used for reflections on the iteration. This means the data is not
directly applicable to answering the research question but is rather a part of the reflections
that is. As such, a large number of players is appreciated though not essential for the study.
Anyone that tests the game is accepted, though the game will be shared in places where
testers that usually enjoy the type of game made for this study and have not played the game
previously can hopefully be found. Players that enjoy this type of game are more valuable for
the research because it means that it can likely be ruled out that they stopped playing because
they simply do not like the genre, rather than because the game was not replayable. New
players are more desirable, as a tester having played previously will affect how much they
play and their answers.

The link to the Itch page where the first version of the game can be found will be shared on
the subreddits (https://www.reddit.com/):r/cardgames (https://www.reddit.com/r/cardgames/),
r/playmygame (https://www.reddit.com/r/playmygame/), as well as on Uppsala University’s
Game Design Department’s Slack (https://slack.com/) channel. These avenues were chosen to
reach as many potential testers as possible for the first version, without exhausting all
options. Players are needed for more tests, so the link cannot be posted everywhere or there
may not be enough people still willing to test later. r/cardgames was chosen to specifically
find players that normally enjoy games similar to the one made for this study.
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The link to the first iteration of the game will be shared on the subreddits: r/cardgames,
r/playtesters (https://www.reddit.com/r/playtesters/), and r/roguelites
(https://www.reddit.com/r/roguelites/). The link will also be shared on a Discord
(https://discord.com/) channel for students from the same department. These avenues were
again chosen to reach as many testers as possible while using mostly different avenues than
last time to find new players. r/cardgames was used again, as players that usually enjoy this
type of games are desired. Sharing it with other students on Discord may affect results when
it comes to the players that find the link there, as some testers will likely know the authors of
this study personally. They are also game developers however and may provide useful data.

The link to the second iteration of the game will be shared on the Slack channel as well as
among personal friends. The personal friends will not be made aware of the contents of the
research, though this avenue may still affect the results of the test as many of the testers will,
again, know the authors of this study personally. They are used as a source of testers so that
there can be more time before using avenues that have previously been used again. This will
hopefully mean there are new testers to be found there.

The link to the third iteration of the game will be shared on the subreddits: r/cardgames,
r/playmygame, r/playtesters and r/roguelites. Additionally, it will be shared on another
Discord channel for students from the same department. These avenues will be used to reach
many new potential testers. The subreddits are public and it is likely that different people will
be looking at the new post since it will have been some time since the last post.

1.4.2.2. Playtest data

The game automatically collects the following data:
● Number of times the player started the game (Game startups)

In combination with the number of playthroughs indicates replayability over
the course of multiple sittings.

● Number of playthroughs (Playthroughs)

Whether a player plays multiple times or not has a direct implication to the
game’s replayability according to the definition. If they play multiple times,
the game is in some regard replayable.

A playthrough is viewed as the gameplay between starting the game and up to
dying or winning.
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● Time spent playing (Play time)

Together with the number of playthroughs, this data can help explain that
amount. On the length of the players’ playthroughs, the game’s longevity can
be measured and in turn an aspect of how replayable the game is can be
measured.
For example, a player replaying after a long playthrough means the core loop
is replayable according to the definition.

● Which playthrough was this player’s first won playthrough (First win)

This in combination with their number of playthroughs shows whether the
player kept playing after winning.
If players stop playing soon after winning once for example, the mastery
aspect of replayability might be the dominant aspect in the game.

● Number of playthroughs won (Won playthroughs)

Will in combination with the number of playthroughs show whether the game
is replayable after or until achieving victory.

● Number of levels the player reached each playthrough (Stages reached)

Shows what parts of the game provide replayability or if the game has a
balancing issue.
If players play multiple times without progressing very far it would indicate
that the core gameplay loop is replayable on its own, or in the opposite case
that it is not.
If the player completes five levels they win.

● Which turn each death occurred on (Row they died on)

Like the number of levels played, this can show the replayability of certain
parts of the game and game balance.

● How many permanent upgrades the player collected each playthrough (Number of
upgrades)

In combination with the number of playthroughs this shows the correlation
between permanent upgrades and the game’s replayability.
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1.4.3. Questionnaire
Our two questionnaire questions will be asked within the game itself to make answering
convenient and incentivise players to answer them. The first question will be asked when the
player starts their second playthrough of the game.

● You have decided to play the game a second time, why did you want to play it again?
The question is meant to give insight into the game’s replayability from
another perspective. It shows whether the players played again because the
game was replayable or if there was another reason.

The second question will be asked when the player’s second playthrough is complete.
● What was the most memorable moment from your playthroughs?

This question shows what part of the game might provide more replayability.
For example, if the testers’ answers reference different moments, there are
multiple memorable experiences in the game, which indicates replayability.
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2. Design studies

2.1. Initial design
The first version of the game was finished on 2022-04-09 and released for testing. A playable
version of the iteration can be found in Appendix A.

2.1.1. Method

2.1.1.1. Periodic Dilemma Generator and meaningful choices

Aghekyan (2021) writes that to make a replayable game, the player needs a steady stream of
choices. The player should be aware of the choices’ short term consequences but unaware of
their long term consequences towards the goal of the game. (Aghekyan, 2021)

2.1.1.1.1. Primary mechanic

Our chosen primary mechanic closely exemplifies a PDG
system. The game is played by continuously repeating a
choice among three options that change after every choice.
This is done by dragging the player card on the bottom
row in figure 1 to one of the three cards above it. Since the
game uses a vertical game progression, these cards will
henceforth be referred to as “in front of the player card”.
Everything that happens until the cards in front of the
player moves down will from now on be called “a turn”.
This occurs after making a choice that is not attacking an
enemy. As there are three rows of cards in front of the
player, the player is aware of the potential choices in the
following three turns. However, they cannot see the cards
of the turns after that, which lead up to the goal of
encountering the game’s boss. The short term
consequences (the next two turns) are immediately visible,
but the long term consequences (the third turn and
beyond) are not. In that regard the player does not know if
the decision they make will be optimal for later in the
game or only for the next two turns. The game is divided
into five levels, henceforth referred to as “stages”. Each
stage contains fifteen rows of cards to traverse, including a
boss and a mini-boss.
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2.1.1.1.2. Adding meaning to decisions through resources

To be meaningful, choices need to be informed as described in section 2.1.1.1., but they also
need to have consequences and be dilemmatic. This ties into one of Krall and Menzies’
(2012) Aspects of Replayability. Meaningful choices give rise to the impact aspect. For this,
the player’s choices affect their resources in the game.
The game’s most important resources:

● Health is the most valuable resource. It affects all decisions as the player needs to
keep enough health to defeat the boss at the end of each game section. Health is spent
to defeat enemies.

● Currency is collected by defeating enemies and is used to buy permanent upgrades
that make the player stronger for the rest of the playthrough.

● Armour adds a variant form of health.
● Consumable cards are cards that the player picks up and keeps in a “hand of cards”.

They can be used any time during a turn, but can only be used once.
● Permanent upgrades have effects that can be used during any time of a turn. They

are kept for the rest of the playthrough. However, there is a cooldown period after
using one, where they cannot be used again until the cooldown period is over.

The balance of trying to keep the right amount of each resource to reach
the end makes the choices of the core mechanic more meaningful. To
further add consequences to the players’ decisions, the enemies will attack
the player if they end up in front of them after moving.

2.1.1.2. Reasons for replay and permanent upgrades

Using both Krall and Menzies’ (2012) and Monedero March’s (2019)
reasons for replay helps create a guiding basis for current and future
design decisions. Challenge, mastery, and completion together seems to
create a package of a difficult game that a player can improve their skill in
while also having a set end goal. The initial design especially takes these
aspects into account and they will be in consideration in future design.
One part of the initial design where this is done, is keeping the game
consistently difficult by trying to keep the game balanced. Impact as
brought up in section 2.1.1.1.2. is also important, but can be seen as
mostly the inclusion of meaningful choices.

Krall and Menzies’ (2012) Aspects of Replayability are somewhat broad
compared to Monedero March’s (2019) reasons for replay which are
slightly more narrowed down. For this design Monedero March’s
exploration and experimentation were considered important. The
experimentation part comes in through acquiring permanent upgrades as
passives, abilities, or stat modifiers. As players only acquire a set amount
of these each playthrough, each combination, or “build”, becomes unique.
Every time the game is played, players will always acquire a new set of
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permanent upgrades. These are secondary mechanics as the player will always get some, but
not the same ones. This is intended to allow creativity and skill expression for the player to
make an effective build each time they play with the resources provided. Even though the
options provided are randomly picked, all upgrades are aimed to be equal in power, therefore
making the choices still interesting. Providing the player with the choice to choose from a
few permanent upgrades could be considered its own PDG system. Exploration in this game
comes down to the player being introduced to more biomes, cards, upgrades, and their
combinations.

In the initial design, there are three ways to get these permanent upgrades. The first is from
optional bosses that are encountered in the middle of a stage that drops a random permanent
upgrade when defeated, as seen at the top of figure 2. After defeating an end-stage boss the
player gets the option to choose one out of three permanent upgrades. Then, in a shop, they
have the option to choose from six, but can only buy up to three and they are limited to the
amount of currency they have.

2.1.1.3. Variance

In accordance with the first definition cited from Weissenberg Thygesen (2014), there will be
sameness from the game’s primary mechanic and variance from the secondary and other
mechanics. Having as few static elements in the game as possible as Bycer (2018) writes
makes games more replayable, is also intended. This is done partly by having a large number
of card types such as enemies and bosses, permanent upgrades, instant effect cards, and
consumable cards. With pools of card types, and card rarities within the pools there are more
ways to balance the design. Using card pools and this type of randomisation is intended to
make the game feel varied but not to the point where it makes each playthrough greatly vary
in difficulty. The balance of the game and its content is therefore important as stated by Bycer
(2018).

The expected feature with the largest impact on variance in each playthrough is the
combinations of permanent upgrades that were brought up in section 2.1.1.2.. The intention is
to have them impactful enough to impact how the player plays the game and to make the
game feel different. By having the permanent upgrades synergise with each other in various
amounts and with other resources, the hope is to create emergence which in a sense could be
seen as variance.

To add further variance through both visuals and
gameplay unique biomes were introduced. When
entering a new biome in this initial design, the
background is switched out to match its theme and
so are the enemy card pools and bosses for
gameplay variety.
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Another way to add variance to the game is to add complexity through more systems and
mechanics. While trying to avoid adding more actions to the gameplay loop to keep it simple,
this felt like a system that would add a lot of variance. The hand functions in the way that
some cards can be picked up and stay there until the card is played. Having a card in hand, as
in figure 3, affects how each future turn is treated.

2.1.1.4. Playability

According to Frattesi et al. (2011), for a game to be replayed, it first needs to be played. The
following design decisions were made in order for the game to provide an enjoyable
experience, even if only experienced through one playthrough. Some decisions can be argued
to also add variance, however, the intent with these decisions was mostly to make a playable
game.

● The numbers such as health and damage were kept somewhat low to make the
player’s calculations more comfortable.

● The game was decorated with some art and some form of lore was implied. This is
however intended only to make the game not seem boring at a glance, not to be
interesting enough to provide replayability on its own.

● Some time was spent customising how the game is controlled to make it feel good to
play.

● Then, time was spent balancing the various elements in the game to adjust the
difficulty. It is intended to be difficult, but not frustratingly so, to achieve victory.

2.1.1.5. The core gameplay loop

Figure 4 is a visual representation of the game’s core gameplay loop as described by
Guardiola (2016). The player views the resources as they observe the game state. Then they
plan for what decision to make and create a strategy for beating the game. This then
culminates in making the choice and performing the action within the game, which causes the
game’s state to change so that it can be viewed again.
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2.1.2. Results

2.1.2.1. Playtest data

2.1.2.1.1. Gameplay data

The data from the first version of the game was gathered 2022-04-12.

Table 1. Version 1 Gameplay data

Player
number

Game
startups

Play-
throughs

Play
time

First
win

Won
play-
throughs

Stages
reached

Row
they
died on

Number
of
upgrades

1 1 4 52 1 2 5, 1, 5 W, 13,
W

9, 0, 12

2 1 3 22 2, 1 13, 11 2, 1

3 3 7 18 , 1, 1, 1,
1, 2, 1

, 5, 9,
13, 13,
13, 9

, 0, 1, 1,
1, 4, 1

4 1 4 14 1,3 13, 2 1, 3

5 1 2 13 2 13 5

6 1 8 12 1, 1, 1,
1, 2, 1,
2

13, 13,
13, 13,
13, 13,
2

0, 0, 0,
1, 3, 1,
2

7 1 2 7 1, 3 13, 13 0, 3

8 1 1 3 1 11 1

9 1 1 3 1 13 1

10 1 1 2 1 13 0

11 1 1 2 2 12 3

12 1 1 1 1 13 1

13 1 1 1 1 9 0

14 1 1

15 1 1

16 1 1
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17 1 1

18 1 1

19 1 1
In the “stages reached”, “row they died on” and “number of upgrades'' column, each number
represents the score in one playthrough. If there is a “W” instead of a number, the player won the
game on that playthrough.

2.1.2.1.2. Question answers

Question: You have decided to play the game a second time, why did you want to play it
again?
Tester 1. It's an interesting little game 

Tester 2. I want to do better this time. 

Tester 3. N/A

Tester 4. You Died 

Tester 5. Interesting gameplay with more strategy and agency than I first realized 

Tester 6. testing 

Tester 7. I want to win the second time 

Tester 8-19. N/A

Question: What was the most memorable moment from your playthroughs?
Tester 1. Nothing particularly stood out to me, but I've only played twice. 

Tester 2. Spooky atmosphere 

Tester 3. N/A

Tester 4. Learning how to use abilities 

Tester 5. N/A

Tester 6. figuring stuff out 

Tester 7-19. N/A

2.1.2.1.3. Faults with data collection

On some data points it can be seen that a player started a playthrough, but not that they
finished. This is because the data is collected when the player dies or wins, and the player
exited the game without doing either.
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2.1.2.2. Reflection on design

2.1.2.2.1. Early game

Looking at the data gathered from the first playtest, the majority of players do not get that far
into the game. Out of the total 42 playthroughs noted, 10 playthroughs went past the first
stage, and only two went past the third stage. The only wins from the playtest were those two
playthroughs, and those were from the same player. As Tester 5 answered on Question 1, the
game seems simple at a first glance, but has more strategy and agency than one might
assume. This is intended to quickly get the player going, but to realise as time goes on that
there is more to grasp and improve upon. The problem though, is that to realise this strategic
depth the player has to at least get past the first stage’s boss in order to see a few permanent
upgrades. This is to showcase that the player will in fact find cards that permanently stay with
them, showcase their unique effects, and hint at them synergising.

In combination with players not getting to play in later stages of the game with more
permanent upgrades, there might be other underlying reasons why players quickly give up.
One of which is how the core gameplay loop is “simplified” at the start of the game with no
permanent upgrades and consumable cards in hand. This is again intended as the player is
intended to start from scratch and become stronger as the game progresses. It might backfire
here however, if the core gameplay loop without the additional actions is not fun enough on
its own. Reasons for why the core gameplay loop would not be enjoyable enough could
simply be that the majority of choices made are not meaningful enough.

2.1.2.2.2. Meaningful choices & player impact

The game’s core loop consists entirely of making choices. However, due to randomising the
options the player can choose from, they are potentially sometimes faced with uninteresting
ones. Many of the more common cards are very similar, such as a card healing three health
compared to two, and when the choice consists of three of these cards it hardly feels like a
choice at all. The same feeling can also arise from the opposite scenario. Rarer cards are more
powerful and useful than common cards. This means that when a rare card appears the choice
is usually obvious. Still, the small choices made usually lead to interesting outcomes further
into the game, as the player will find themselves with more or less resources. For example
when encountering a mini-boss. The choices the player made so far affect whether they can
afford to, or dare to make the choice of taking it on for the reward it gives.

The randomisation and the difference in usefulness between the cards might also make the
game feel too random. The game is intended to have the opportunity for playing for mastery,
but it can feel as though success mostly depends on lucking out and finding good cards. This
may also be another reason that many testers stopped playing after dying early. After dying
the first time, two of the testers expressed an intent of playing again to improve or win.
However, neither played more than twice after they died again. It is possible that this is
because of them randomly finding less useful cards and feeling like the game is luck based.
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So they did not feel like they could improve. They also did not find many permanent
upgrades to allow them to see any synergies.

2.1.2.2.3. Permanent upgrades

As it usually takes gathering several permanent upgrades before a player notices the possible
synergies between them, it might be that the upgrades simply do not synergise enough. The
actions of choosing their permanent upgrades, planning a build, and using it becomes the
game’s overall loop as they replay. The choices of upgrades and builds are made less
frequently than the choices in the core gameplay loop. However, over multiple playthroughs
the system can be seen as adding an additional PDG to support the core loop.

If it was readily apparent on an upgrade that it would work well with another upgrade, the
player might feel more inclined to play to find more upgrades. A common culprit are the
utility upgrades. Sidestepping and dodging upgrades for example does not feel exciting to
find unless the player has already found other upgrades that work with them. The utility
upgrades do not impact how strong the player is, but instead help them aim other upgrades or
allow them to circumvent enemies. Without something to help aim, they do very little and if
they are found before the upgrades that work with them. They seem almost useless and thus
not meaningful.

Even in combination with other upgrades, the utility upgrades and other upgrades that do not
help defeat enemies or protect you, feel weak and unimpactful. This is likely as a result of the
game’s focus on the health resource and the trading of it done with enemies. On one hand this
can be seen as a problem that needs to be changed. On the other hand, it is something to be
designed around. Some upgrades feel weak because of it, but if introduced at the right time
they might add needed variety to the game.

Another problem with permanent upgrades is that if the player does get far into the game, a
player is likely to collect more than half of the available upgrades. This leads to subsequent
playthroughs eventually ending up giving them similar builds. On a victorious playthrough
players usually collect around 10 to 15, out of 20 upgrades. With too similar late game builds
each playthrough risks becoming too similar, and players grow bored of playing.

Yet it is the later parts of the game that in the current design provides memorable moments
for the player. When asked for their most memorable moments in the game, many testers
either did not answer or answered that no moment stood out to them.

2.1.2.2.4. Replayability

The game feels replayable, but it is unclear how replayable. While there is no clear answer to
this, there are indicators that the game is replayable to some degree from all the factors of the
definition.
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Looking at the data, seven out of the 19 testers that started a playthrough also played a second
one. Why the other 12 did not play again could be reasons not fully related to the
replayability of the game. One which might be a big contributor is that the game was posted
in places with broad audiences not necessarily interested in the genres of the game. Another
could be them simply wanting to see the product without any intention or time to play again.
On the other hand, it could also be because of reasons related to poor playability and low
replayability as brought up previously in this reflection.

Looking instead at the seven that did play at least twice, varied playstyles and skill can be
seen. Tester 1 for example only played four times, but won two out of those games. They also
took their time while playing totaling 52 minutes of playtime, possibly thinking more
strategically about each decision or certain decisions. In comparison the game seems to have
had less longevity for Tester 3 and Tester 6 as they respectively played eight times for 12
minutes and seven times for 18 minutes, both likely playing more hastily. Playing in a slower
manner could indicate a drive to master how to play the game, while playing hastily could
indicate an urge to explore more of the game’s content. Either way, several people played the
game several times indicating some level of replayability.

From a replayability perspective it is interesting to see the difference between these three
players. As the ability to win is a strong driving force for the player to play the game again.
An earlier fear was that players would simply stop playing after achieving a victory, but if
players do keep playing even after victory, that would reflect highly on the game’s
replayability. In this test, only Tester 1 won, but they won their first and third playthrough and
even started a new playthrough after winning a second time.

Looking at the overall replayability, both the PDG that is the core gameplay loop and the
PDG that is introducing permanent upgrades are in focus. It seems that the core gameplay
loop is both responsible for the playability and replayability of the game, while the second
PDG system instead is primarily responsible for adding replayability. Therefore, more
replayability should potentially be added with a focus on adding more permanent upgrades
and designing them to synergise with each other. Then the core gameplay loop should be
refined and balanced to improve upon the game’s playability.

2.1.2.3. Reflection for design

2.1.2.3.1. Early game

As mentioned in section 2.1.2.2.1., the early game has proven to be problematic as players
might not be exposed to any, or enough, permanent upgrades to realise that there’s more
strategic depth to the game. One clear approach to solve this is simply by making the game
easier in the early stages of the game to allow more players to get further into the game.
Caution should still be kept that making the game too easy might instead lead to choices
becoming less meaningful, therefore making it less replayable.
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2.1.2.3.2. Meaningful choices

Some choices in the game seem to be less meaningful. One reason for this is due to having
ranges of values on cards making some strictly better than others. This would in most cases
still make for interesting choices as it affects the upcoming options, but can in certain
situations make for non-meaningful choices. The most straightforward way of solving this
would be to strive to make all cards roughly equal in value. This could be interesting to
explore to see its effect on gameplay. It could however also make choices less varied,
reducing the replayability of the game.

Another problem causing choices to become less interesting is consumable cards that either
do not heal, give armour, help killing enemies, or are situational. These cards can help make
gameplay more varied, but can disrupt the balance as they do not always have that big of an
impact or situations where they can not even be played.

2.1.2.3.3. Permanent upgrades

The earlier parts of the game do not seem as interesting as the later partly because finding
many permanent upgrades is what adds the most memorable experiences. It would therefore
be beneficial to either make the experience of having a few upgrades more interesting, or
speed up the process of finding them.

To do the former upgrades with more synergies could be added, or the current upgrades’
ability to synergise could be increased. Another change could also simply be to indicate more
clearly what upgrades currently synergise with. These changes would hopefully make
choosing upgrades seem more interesting earlier. Which in turn would lead to players
retaining interest for longer and incentivise replaying even after dying early.

To instead let the players find permanent upgrades earlier a choice between three random
upgrades could be added as the first choice in the game. This could potentially make the
game more difficult to pick up initially as the players are faced with more information right at
the start. Though on the other hand it could show players early that there is more to the game.

2.1.2.3.4. Playability

To increase the game’s playability, graphics could be added to increase the general ease of
use of the game. A special border to the mini-boss cards could also be added to make them
more noticeable among the other cards and indicate clearer that defeating it will grant the
player a permanent upgrade. Additionally, visuals could be added on some abilities,
indicating what enemies they will be influencing more clearly.
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2.2. Iteration 1
The first iteration of the game was finished on 2022-04-22 and released for testing. A
playable version of the iteration can be found in Appendix B.

2.2.1. Method

2.2.1.1. Aim

2.2.1.1.1. Introduce more meaningful interactions earlier

In this iteration, the aim is to introduce more meaningful choices in the early parts of the
game to make the early game more interesting. Also, to decrease the difficulty early on, in
order for the players to experience more of the game in their first playthrough. Additionally,
the aim is to make the choices in the core gameplay loop feel more meaningful by
rebalancing the stats of some consumable cards.

2.2.1.1.2. Introduce more build variance between playthroughs

The aim is to increase the chances of players having permanent upgrades that synergise in
different ways as they reach the end of the game. Another aim is to add more potential for
synergies between permanent upgrades overall.

2.2.1.1.3. Clarify game elements for the player

Another aim is to improve the game’s user interface to communicate more clearly to the
players how to play the game.

2.2.1.2. Context

2.2.1.2.1. Introduce more meaningful interactions earlier

Aghekyan suggests that a highly replayable game has one or more PDGs in the core game
loop (Aghekyan, 2021). In the game, there is one PDG in the primary mechanic and one is
introduced as the game progresses. If a second PDG is introduced at the start of the game, the
game will potentially gain replayability throughout the whole experience rather than
increasing as the game goes on. This should also in combination with rebalancing, make the
player get further into the game.

2.2.1.2.2. Introduce more build variance between playthroughs

A larger variance in possible permanent upgrade builds will hopefully lead to more potential
for the players to explore different possibilities within the game. Monedero March (2019)
describes this exploration as a reason for replay. They also write about experimentation,
which there will be more potential for with more possible synergies between upgrades.
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According to Rosewater (2013) synergy also adds more potential for discovery to the game as
it adds more combinations of upgrades. This can be achieved even without adding more
content. This is because when there are more differences between players’ final builds, there
is also more room to find varying success and change their playstyle for a different outcome.
Then in accordance with Monedero March’s “change” reason for replay.

2.2.1.2.3. Clarify game elements for the player

As with the first version of the game, a game must first be played before it can be replayed
according to Frattesi et al. (2011). By making the game more easily understandable, the
game’s playability will hopefully discourage fewer players from trying the game.

2.2.1.3. Process

2.2.1.3.1. Introduce more meaningful interactions earlier

To make choices more interesting in the early game, a choice of permanent upgrades was
implemented as the game’s first choice, as seen in figure 5. The choice is between three
random upgrades from the pool of every available upgrade in the game.

The health and damage values of the bosses in the
game were changed to scale with how far the player
has progressed. Both bosses and mini-bosses on the
first stage now have lower stats compared to the first
version of the game. The bosses’ stats are then
increased in the third stage. A new biome was also
added that always appears as stage five. This contains
a more powerful final boss.

The values of the health and armour consumables
were changed to be of more equal power. Then added
consumable health cards to a separate pool from the
other consumables.

2.2.1.3.2. Introduce more build variance between playthroughs

Fourteen new permanent upgrades to find and purchase in the game were introduced. The
new upgrades are designed to synergise more with the old upgrades and with each other, to
create more complex possible combinations. Some older upgrades that did not feel as
powerful were also removed so as to not clutter the permanent upgrade pool.
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2.2.1.3.3. Clarify game elements for the player

Special borders were added to different types of cards as can be seen on the permanent
upgrade cards in figure 5. In the same vein, an animation was added for when an enemy sees
the player.

2.2.2. Results

2.2.2.1. Playtest data

Table 2. Iteration 1 Gameplay data

Player
number

Game
startups

Play-
throughs

Play
time

First
win

Won
play-
throughs

Stages
reached

Row
they
died on

Number
of
upgrades

1 1 2 134 0 0 5, 1 2, 0+ 8, 0+

2 3 6 25 6 1 1, 1, 1,
3, 5, W

13, 0+,
0+, 13,
2, 2+

2, 0+,
0+, 6, 8,
7+

3 1 2 20 1 1 W, 1 2+, 0+ 14+, 0+

4 2 4 14 0 0 1, 2, 1,
0

0+, 13,
13, 0

0+, 4, 2,
0

5 1 4 8 0 0 1, 1, 1,
2

13, 7,
13, 5

2, 1, 2,
4

6 1 1 4 0 0 2 8 4

7 1 1 1 0 0 1 12+ 1+

8 1 1 0 0 0 1 2+ 1+

9 1 1 0 0 0 1 2+ 1+

10 1 1 0 0 0 1 0+ 0+

11 1 1 0 0 0 1 0+ 0+
A “+” next to a data point means that the corresponding player exited the game on that playthrough
without having died or won the game.
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2.2.2.1.2. Question answers

Question: You have decided to play the game a second time, why did you want to play it
again?
Tester 1. wanted to see what would happen, i don't really have the commitment to do it all

over again :p 

Tester 2. This is my first time playing. Wee-woo-wee-woo 

Tester 3. I want to look at other builds 

Tester 4. N/A

Tester 5. I understood the mechanics a bit better after playing it through so I wanna try again

and see what more I can do and if I can do better 

Tester 6-11. N/A

Question: What was the most memorable moment from your playthroughs?
Tester 1-3. N/A

Tester 4. The last fight, when I realized that I can't win no matter what I do 

Tester 5. I honestly like the little noise the creatures make when you bonk them :')  

Tester 6-11. N/A

2.2.2.1.3. Faults with data collection

Tester 2 experienced a bug where they received the first question when starting up the game
for the first time. As the player has not played before, they can not answer the question. No
other tester that answered the question seems to have been affected by this bug. There could
on the other hand be testers that skipped the first question as they had not played the game
before. The bug was fixed before the next iteration.

2.2.2.2. Reflection on design

2.2.2.2.1. Early game

After reducing the stats of the boss and mini-boss on stage one, players can progress past the
first stage much more frequently. This seems to be the case for most of the testers, as few of
them actually died on stage one. It was anticipated that seeing more of the game would spark
more interest in replaying, yet the amount of players replaying remains similar to the
previous test. Again, their reasons for not playing could simply be disinterest in this type of
game or other outside impact. However, it can also be that what more they see of the game is
not enough.

When knowing what the game’s cards and upgrades do, it seems apparent that there are
multiple possible combinations that can create different ways to play. However, while
learning the game, it might not be so clear. A player might be busy thinking about what one
upgrade does before thinking of using it together with other upgrades or cards. Instead, it
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might be beneficial to make the early game even less difficult, so that players can have time
to experiment with the upgrades more. It would also provide preparation before reaching
more difficult stages.

Another possible reason that the early game might be lacking replayability is that the
permanent upgrades and combinations of such may not seem interesting enough, even if
players figure out how they work. The permanent upgrades are discussed below in section
2.2.2.2.4..

2.2.2.2.2. Variance

After rebalancing consumable health and armour cards to be more similar in value to the
player, the game’s outcome feels less random. Which, in combination with separating the
spawning of health from other consumables gives the player more consistent healing. This
helps make the choices of which card to pick feel more meaningful. One choice is usually not
clearly better than the other. However, this change also reduces the variation in consumables
the player comes across. Because of this, the game feels more repetitive. The game does
contain other forms of variance that hopefully outweighs this loss of it. Though adding more
variance would still likely be beneficial in delaying the point at which the game’s longevity
ends.

2.2.2.2.3. Permanent upgrades

Adding 14 new permanent upgrades had a noticeable impact in multiple ways. The
permanent upgrade pool went from 21 items to 33, as two were removed, making what
showed up in shops and as rewards more varied. While the player previously could win the
game with around 75% of the available upgrades in their build, now that number has been
lowered to less than half. This helped make each build feel more unique simply by having
more content.

Another focus was on using Rosewater’s (2013) tool to make the permanent upgrades
synergise with each other. This was both to encourage the player to experiment with different
combinations and to discover the existing upgrades. Introducing more synergy had a great
impact on how the player played the game, but the amount of variance is still restricted by the
number of upgrades in the pool. Partly as the player still can acquire a large chunk of them in
one playthrough. Tester 3 made the comment that they wanted to see more “builds” as to why
they wanted to play the game again. This again is tied to Monedero March’s (2019) reasons
for replay of exploration and experimentation. Simply seeing the content available, and
experimenting with how different combinations of it will function together.

An example of a good permanent upgrade added was the passive named “Raging strength”
that had the description: “Have +1 attack damage while below 10 health.”. This encourages
the player to play in a different way by making cards that would restore health less valuable
in certain scenarios compared to how they otherwise almost always are great. Using
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Rosewater’s (2013) synergy tool, this upgrade can be seen to have one major need that can be
met by multiple other things in the game, and other needs that might be less obvious at a
glance. The major need is to stay below 10 health for it to function at all. Another need is in
order for the player to stay below 10 health and to not die, they need another source of
defensive stats such as armour. With multiple needs and ways to meet these needs the
upgrade noticeably becomes more interesting.

Examples of less interesting permanent upgrades that previously were added tend to have less
of an impact on how the game is played. Some of the upgrades simply increase stats without
any needed strategy to it. Some are quite generic and not necessarily bad, but because they
lack synergy with other upgrades, they become quite boring to play with. There are also a few
upgrades that are too weak, or too strong, making the choice to pick them more obvious and
therefore less interesting.

2.2.2.2.4. Playability

Most of the changes made to purely improve the playability of the game are hard to evaluate
but have had a positive impact in clarity during internal testing.

Looking at the received data from testers from this first iteration, a few players that got
further into the game, or even won, still did not have that many permanent upgrades. This
makes the game more difficult as the player has fewer tools to handle situations. One reason
why this could be is the option to skip shops, instead choosing to directly enter a new biome.
Even after skipping the player should have gold saved up that could be used in future shops
they enter. So another reason for them having fewer items than expected could be that they
are using a strategy of killing fewer enemies to save health. This strategy is not necessarily
something that should be prevented, but should be kept in consideration to not make a less
enjoyable strategy the dominant one.

There also seem to be clear skill development from one player as they got further and further
into the game the more they played. This is a good sign that the introduction of new players
that are possibly less experienced to this style of game can also learn and improve upon it.

2.2.2.2.5. Replayability

Simply adding more content to the game, directly makes the gameplay more varied. There are
more possible things that can then be pulled from the pools, and therefore making each
decision more unique. If each decision feels unique, the choices become more interesting.
The problem that arises is that with more varied content it becomes harder to keep the game
balanced as brought up by Bycer (2018). Unbalanced content can negatively affect how
interesting a decision is. If one option is clearly better than the others, the choice is not
dilemmatic. When a choice then truly is dilemmatic it feels interesting, but those can be hard
to consistently come by when they are randomised. Therefore, the game needs to be
continuously rebalanced as more content is added.
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As brought up in section 2.2.2.2.3. about permanent upgrades, they had a noticeable impact
on replayability. After completing a playthrough, the player can be curious to what other
builds they could make and how that would affect how they played. Even with this though,
the two testers that either won or almost won their first playthrough decided to stop playing
even after starting a new playthrough. One of them mentioned that they wanted to see more
builds, and the other that they did not have the commitment to do it all over again.
Noteworthy is that the last mentioned player played for a long time during their first
playthrough. If the player finished their playthrough quicker, they might not have needed as
much commitment.

While both the playability and the replayability has improved, the game still starts feeling
repetitive after some time of playing. Partly because the choices are not varied enough,
making the core gameplay loop’s choices repetitive, but also because there are not enough
build variations that change how the game is played. Permanent upgrades do however make
even the more repetitive choices feel more interesting as the player often has them in varied
combinations affecting how they deal with an upcoming choice.

2.2.2.3. Reflection for design

2.2.2.3.1. Early game

To give new players more room to learn the game while keeping it interesting even after
learning it, the difficulty could be decreased on the first and second stages. Simply decreasing
the stats of normal enemies would hopefully help accommodate a more exploratory playstyle.
Then decreasing the stats of bosses would make them less of a deadly surprise at the end of
the first stage. On the other hand, the boss being a surprise might not be negative. If the
gameplay in stage one was more interesting, dying to the boss and replaying does give the
player room to learn the game as Anthropy and Clark (2014) wrote. This would then be more
similar to more action-oriented roguelikes.

In order to avoid the boss being a complete surprise to new players and help prepare them
early. It could then help the player to implement a visual indication that tells them that there
is a boss and how far away it is. On a larger scale, it could also be shown more clearly that
there is a final boss waiting on stage five. This should give players more information about
how long the game is, and what they are arming up for at the start.

2.2.2.3.2. Variance

To delay the point where the game’s longevity ends, there is a large amount of content that
could be implemented. However, with limited development time, which additions would have
the most impact on the game’s replayability needs to be prioritised. One type of content could
for example be more enemies. Currently there are only two types of normal enemies in every
biome which feels somewhat repetitive after going through most of the game’s content.
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Increasing that to three should comparatively drastically increase the possible combinations
of enemies the player can choose to engage.

Enemies could also be given different effects in addition to dealing damage when attacked.
Doing so could add a new type of variance and make the choice the player makes every
round have more complex consequences. However, depending on how it is implemented, the
addition might instead only give the player a situation that must be tackled in a certain way.
Thus not adding interesting choices, as it is then only one need with one way to meet it.
Introducing enemy effects would require carefully designing them in correlation with the
permanent upgrades and the consumables systems.

Other types of content that could be added are more instant effect cards or more consumable
cards. This would add more possible outcomes of the core gameplay loop. Additionally, more
permanent upgrades could be added to increase the amount of interesting combinations that
players can experiment with.

2.2.2.3.3. Permanent upgrades

To make combining permanent upgrades into different builds feel more interesting, apart
from adding more upgrades, less interesting upgrades could be removed or changed. When
adding new ones and changing old ones, focus should be on them having effects that can
potentially change the way the game is played. The upgrades should synergise in ways that
create more different playstyles than the current ones do. Those different playstyles can
provide different experiences playing through the game. This should hopefully motivate
players to play multiple times and try to find more of them.

Adding more permanent upgrades that change how the game is played does however make
understanding how they work more complicated. For this reason, upgrades should not be
complex on their own. The complexity should arise from the upgrades’ synergy. Each ability
should on the other hand be usable on their own still so as to not give the player upgrades that
do nothing. Then they would likely seem uninteresting for that reason instead.

2.2.2.3.4. Playability

To help players understand how to play, some aspects of the game that would otherwise be
unclear, can be visually clarified. For example, that 30 health is the player’s maximum health
could be made more clear. Or an animation could be added for when the player or enemies
take damage or are healed.

For other general usability of the game an in-game tutorial that shows how to use the
permanent upgrades could be added. The sprites for the buttons and icons for the upgrades
can also be made larger and more visible.
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2.3. Iteration 2
The second iteration of the game was finished on 2022-04-29 and released for testing. A
playable version of the iteration can be found in Appendix C.

2.3.1. Method

2.3.1.1. Aim

2.3.1.1.1. Synergy and lenticular design

One aim for this iteration is to make the game’s permanent upgrades provide more
meaningful choices. They should overall be more interesting to the point where each upgrade
either changes how the game is played in some way or works to do so in combination with
other upgrades. This means that there should be no upgrades that simply make the player
stronger or makes a build more effective without changing how it is used in any way.

2.3.1.1.2. Variance

Another aim is to decrease the sameness of playing through the game’s stages even without
permanent upgrades. This is to prevent players from growing tired of the game before
discovering synergies between upgrades.

2.3.1.1.3. Balance

The game should be less difficult in the beginning to allow new players to get further on their
first playthrough. Then they can have time to both learn how to play and that there is more to
see. The later parts of the game should on the other hand be more difficult to still provide
challenge to players that have already learned to play.

2.3.1.1.4. Playability

The game’s resource handling, such as health and armour should be made more clear, to be
more intuitively understood by the players. Potentially then, less players will give up because
they did not understand what was happening in the game.

2.3.1.2. Context

As Rosewater (2013) explains, synergy creates an emotional response and allows the player
to increase their mastery of the game. Because of this, changing the permanent upgrades to
synergise more with each other will likely increase how meaningful they feel. By creating
more synergy among upgrades, the upgrades will also be designed to be lenticular. As
Rosewater describes the tool, it will be adding complexity to game elements that seem simple
at first glance. Using lenticular design to increase the elements’ meaningfulness, the level of
difficulty for learning the game is retained, even as complexity is added. (Rosewater, 2013)
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2.3.1.3. Process

2.3.1.3.1. Synergy and lenticular design

In working on this iteration an attempt was made to introduce more ways to play the game
through permanent upgrades and push certain styles of play that feel enjoyable.

Permanent upgrades were divided into seven groups after the effects they have. The groups
are in order of most to least upgrades relating to the group: Gun, Armour, Area of Effect
(AoE), Dodge, Buffing, Cooldown Reduction, Life Steal, and Debuffing. Within a group, the
upgrades in it make builds that make use of that type of card stronger. Some upgrades were
then altered, and some new upgrades were created that both fit into one of the groups and
would make another group stronger.

For example, there was an attempt at incentivising the player to shoot enemies that are close
to them. This is because shooting long range is always powerful while guns that shoot
diagonally can feel weaker as it is more difficult to shoot targets at range with them. For this,
the upgrade that was described as: “Enemies that are close to you take +1 damage.” was
changed to “Bullets bounce after hitting an enemy.”. Instead of simply changing a stat, this
allows the player to think ahead more and be creative in how bullets can bounce between
several enemies. The player can then shoot an enemy up close and at range for more damage.
It also synergises with other parts of gun builds because it allows a gun to hit multiple times.

Another example is that passives that previously only affected one group were changed to
affect all groups. The passive upgrade “Gunshots stun enemies from far away” was for
example changed to “Stun enemies that are damaged from far away”. Now instead of only
being usable for players making a gun build, this ability can be used with upgrades from
other groups if the player can find a way to deal long range damage with them.

2.3.1.3.2. Variance

Four new enemies were added to the game. Each was placed to be randomised into one of the
four biomes. Now each biome has three different normal enemies that spawn in them in
addition to one mini-boss, and one final boss.

2.3.1.3.3. Balance

Health and damage of normal enemies was reduced in the game’s first stage and increased on
stage four and five. More internal playtesting was also performed in order to balance the new
enemies and abilities.

2.3.1.3.4. Playability

To indicate when the player’s health is full, a visual indication was introduced. Visual effects
indicating when the player or enemies take damage, the player is healed, or the player gains
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armour was then added. The size of the ability icons was increased to make them more
visible and added a visual effect for where the shots from the guns travel when they are used.
Additionally, a small tutorial was added to teach the player how to use permanent upgrades.

2.3.2. Results
2.3.2.1. Playtest data

Table 3. Iteration 2 Gameplay data

Player
number

Game
startups

Play-
throughs

Play
time

First
win

Won
play-
throughs

Stages
reached

Row
they died on

Number of
upgrades

1 3 28 71 5 15 3, 2, 4, 0,
5, 5, 5, 5,
4, 1, 5, 3,
5, 5, 5, 5,
2, 5, 2, 3,
5, 5, 2, 5,
5, 5, 5, 1

1, 13, 13, 0,
W, W, W, W,
13, 13, W,
13, W, W,
W, W, 13, 2,
11, 13, W,
W, 13, W,
W, 2, 1, 2+

7, 4, 11, 0,
11, 13, 12,
13, 11, 2, 13,
8, 11, 11, 13,
14, 4, 13, 6,
8, 14, 13, 5,
13, 12, 12,
12, 1+

2 1 6 65 5 1 2, 2, 4, 4,
5, 1

6, 6, 13, 8,
W, 0+

4, 3, 10, 10,
11, 0+

3 1 9 61 3 2 4, 4, 5, 2,
3, 2, 2, 3,
5

13, 6, 2, 6,
13, 6, 12,
11, W

8, 10, 13, 4,
8, 4, 5, 6, 9

4 3 7 35 6 1 3, 2, 1, 3,
3, 5, 1

13, 5, 0+,
6+, 9, W, 0+

10, 4, 0+,
8+, 7, 12, 0+

5 1 4 29 3 1 3, 2, 5, 0 13, 8, W, 0+ 7, 6, 12, 0+

6 3 4 26 1 2 5, 2, 2, 5 W, 11, 10,
W

13, 5, 5, 15

7 1 3 16 0 0 2, 2, 2. 1, 13, 8 3, 5, 5

8 1 2 10 0 0 2, 2, 2 1, 0+ 5, 8+

9 2 8 2 5 1 3, 2, 5, 5,
5, 0, 2, 0

7, 13, 2, 0,
W, 0+, 13, 0

5, 3, 9, 8, 9,
0+, 4, 0

10 1 1 2 0 0 1 10+ 2+

11 1 1 1 0 0 1 0+ 0+

12 7 9 0 3 1 1, 3, 5, 0,
2, 1, 0, 0,
0

0+, 13, W,
0, 6, 13, 0,
0, 0

0+, 7, 14, 0,
5, 2, 0, 0, 0
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2.3.2.1.2. Question answers

Question: You have decided to play the game a second time, why did you want to play it
again?
Tester 1. hahah fun game ;) 

Tester 2. I did not finnish and want to better this time. I also know better how it work this

time around. I also saw there is more places to go to (forrest and city). 

Tester 3. i didnt win 

Tester 4. N/A

Tester 5. FUN

Tester 6 - 7. N/A

Tester 8. Really intriguing and makes you want to explore the game more. Its relaxing and

fun  

Tester 9. I never won

Tester 10-12. N/A

Question: What was the most memorable moment from your playthroughs?
Tester 1. It's intriguing and fun while also being surprisingly difficult 

Tester 2. That I figured out that I could play even more strategic and not just look on the first

row, but also plan ahead for second and third row to improve my skills.

Tester 3. weird baby killed me 

Tester 4 - 8. N/A

Tester 9. lykt gubbe

Tester 10 - 11. N/A

Tester 12. Bouncing bullets baybeee 

2.3.2.1.3. Faults with data collection

There was a bug with the data collection for play time for this iteration, resulting in at least
player 1’s play time being displayed as lower than it was. This bug could have affected both
this and the first iterations data as it got introduced after implementing continuous data
gathering to fix the flaw in the initial version. The play time data for iteration one and two
can therefore be inaccurate, but can only be displayed as lower than the players actual play
times. A fix for the bug was implemented before iteration three.
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2.3.2.2. Reflection on design

2.3.2.2.1. Balancing

After decreasing the difficulty of the first stage, players are much more likely to progress
further during their first playthrough. Which allows them to see at least a handful of abilities
and get an idea of how they can play next. This can be what leads to more players than in
earlier tests to not stop playing after dying. No players in this test died on the first stage. With
this change, the first stage can act as a kind of tutorial, as tester 2 wrote in their answer to the
first question.

Two of the testers did stop playing on the first stage without dying. Their reasoning is
unknown, though playing through the first stage now could potentially be easy enough that
there is no need to learn to use the permanent upgrades. The game could then seem trivial, as
there would likely never be in danger. If that was the case, choices would seem less
meaningful, the player will likely not want to play after they think they have figured out how
the game works.

The game does get more difficult at higher stages however. This seems to prevent most
players from winning immediately, or at least prove enough of a challenge to keep the game
interesting. Tester 3 and 9, for example, expressed that the reason they wanted to play a
second time was that they did not win the first time. So this change helps in allowing
motivation through mastery to increase the game's longevity for some players. Some players,
on the other hand, played more even after winning. Meaning that for them, the game had
even more longevity.

2.3.2.2.2. Synergy and lenticular design

Adding synergies to the permanent upgrades have as mentioned in the reflection in section
2.2.2.2. had a noticeable positive impact on how replayable and enjoyable the game is. The
changes made for this iteration were definitely improvements, but did not have as big of an
impact compared to the last iteration, most likely due to a smaller number of changes.

In this iteration, focus was on making previously designed upgrades more interesting while
keeping a similar purpose. Most of them push the player to play in a different way, which has
proven to be the most interesting upgrades previously as well. Below are a couple of
examples of different ways Rosewater’s (2013) tips for designing synergy in an effective
manner was used.

The not so interesting upgrade “First gun shot each turn deals +1 damage.” had the need of an
available gun at the start of the turn. Having more guns could be beneficial simply to have a
gun to shoot at the start of more turns, but could not be benefited from in the same combat.
Changing the upgrade to “Every third gunshot deals +1 damage.” instead created more needs,
and improved the initial need. The need now became the desire to shoot more often. This can
be both achieved by having more guns to shoot, but also by using upgrades or cards that
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reduce an upgrade's cooldown to potentially allow the player to shoot a gun again earlier.
This opened up for more solutions to one problem, therefore creating more synergies.

This second example was brought up in the method of this iteration and is similar to the
previous one which created more needs for one upgrade. However, this one was widened
enough to be viable in completely different builds. By stunning enemies far away with any
type of damage instead of just guns the need changed enough to be interesting in builds even
without guns, while still being equally good with guns. Designing with needs and ways to
fulfil the needs in mind has definitely been helpful to see more use cases of an upgrade which
enables creating more possible synergies.

2.3.2.2.3. Replayability

Tester 2 and tester 8 both mentioned that they want to explore the game more in their answers
to the first question. This would indicate that the game’s content could provide enough
perpetual novelty to warrant replay. Both exploring different areas as tester 2 mentioned and
exploring what can be done in the game as tester 8 answered. Also along that note, most of
the testers for this iteration played the game at least four times. Compared to previous
iterations, this iteration feels more replayable, as it feels like there are multiple different ways
to play it.

2.3.2.3. Reflection for design

Out of the changes made to the game since the first version, adding permanent upgrades that
add more synergy seems to be what increases the game’s replayability the most. However, in
order to test how other changes in the next iteration can increase replayability, other
implementations will be tested.

The game’s core gameplay loop was previously discussed as a PDG system that does not
provide the perpetual novelty to make the game replayable on its own. While the secondary
mechanics support it, an attempt can be made to increase how meaningful the choices the
player makes every turn feels. To do this, changing how the cards that appear on the screen
are laid out depending on the biome may be beneficial. There could for example be five
columns of cards instead of three. Or other configurations where the player is momentarily
forced on a certain path. Having five columns in front of you, but still only three options of
where to go would increase the number of possible outcomes from the choice of what card to
move to. The player would need to consider more closely where they want to place their card
to be able to move to a card they want in the future. The choices would also more
consistently be three instead of sometimes only being two options. Additionally, a different
configuration of cards would look and feel different to play with, potentially adding a feeling
of novelty.

Another possible change could be to give the game’s bosses special abilities that change how
they need to be fought in contrast to regular enemies. This could change the game in a similar
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way to adding more permanent upgrades, though potentially to a lesser degree. It would
change the way parts of the game are played. It would add to the different ways of using
permanent upgrades, as different upgrades would help against the bosses in different ways.
Additionally, the change would add more long term choices to the game for a player that has
played through the game a few times. The player might want to choose which biome to enter
depending on what upgrades they have and how they interact with the biome’s boss.

2.4. Iteration 3
The third and final iteration of the game was finished on 2022-05-06 and released for testing.
A playable version of the iteration can be found in Appendix D.

2.4.1. Method

2.4.1.1. Aim

In this iteration, to better provide perpetual novelty, the aim was to make the core gameplay
loop feel more interesting to perform even without having permanent upgrades. In other
words, the choice of where to move the player card should feel more meaningful. Then, the
choice of biome should be made more meaningful as well, since currently, the only different
outcome of the choice is what stats the enemies will have. An additional aim was to without
increasing the number of permanent upgrades, increase the number of ways they can be used.
Additionally, how the game is played should be made more clear to the player.

2.4.1.2. Context

Making the choices in the core gameplay loop feel more meaningful by changing to a
non-static game space layout as recommended by Bycer (2018) would strengthen it as a PDG
system. It would add variance in the layout and allow for more choices with three options.
Similarly, having a meaningful choice of what biome to go to, will affect the core gameplay
loop. It would directly affect what kind of choices the player can make in the next stage.

Increasing the ways the player can use permanent upgrades would if done without increasing
their apparent complexity, give players more to learn and discover about them. This would
make the upgrades more lenticular and in doing so increase the game’s longevity.
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2.4.1.3. Process

2.4.1.3.1. Randomly generated biome layout

How the layout of the cards in a biome is generated was changed. Previously, the cards were
placed in three rows ahead of the player in all biomes. However, they have now been changed
to generate in different positions depending on the biome they are in. The forest biome now

contains cards in five rows that are randomly broken up by empty spaces, see figure 6. The
number of rows and where they are changes randomly in the coast biome in figure 7. The city
biome in figure 8 consists of three rows that vary in their position like winding streets.
Finally, the field biome in figure 9 contains five rows, but any row more than one step away
from the player is obscured.
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2.4.1.3.2. Boss Abilities

The boss of each biome was changed to have a special ability that changes how they are
fought. This makes some combinations of upgrades more effective against some bosses than
others, so the player may want to take their build into account when choosing biome. One
boss, for example, now increases its attack damage every time it is hit. It starts out with low
attack damage, so the player would want to attack it normally until their upgrades are enough
to finish it off. In other words, they take the early low damage but avoid the worst of the high
damage by using their upgrades. Another example is a boss that remained the same but now
has four small enemy cards next to it that attack if the player approaches or damages the main
boss. The player will then need to use upgrades to deal with the small enemies, or decide
whether they want to attack the boss or small enemies.

2.4.1.3.3. Tutorial

A tutorial was added to the beginning of the game. It shows the player step by step how to
move, attack, pick up and use permanent upgrades, and what upgrades and bosses are.

2.4.2. Results

2.4.2.1. Playtest data

Table 4. Iteration 3 Gameplay data

Player
number

Game
startups

Play-
throughs

Play
time

First
win

Won
play-
throughs

Stages
reached

Row
they
died on

Number
of
upgrades

1 2 7 41 0 0 3,1, 4,
4, 0, 5,
2

6, 13, 7,
13, 0, 2,
0+

6, 2, 6,
5, 0, 11,
4+

2 4 4 33 0 0 2, 1, 0,
2

13, 1+,
0, 13+

3, 1+,
0, 5+

3 1 1 21 0 0 4 13 12

4 1 3 19 0 0 3, 4, 0 13, 6, 0 8, 10, 0

5 1 1 8 0 0 3 10 6

6 1 4 6 0 0 0, 0, 2,
0

0, 0, 13,
0+

0, 0, 5,
0+

7 1 3 5 0 0 0, 2, 0 0, 13, 0 0, 3, 0

8 3 3 4 0 0 0, 2, 1 0, 6, 7+ 0, 3, +1

9 1 1 4 0 0 0, 0, 1 0, 0, 1+ 0, 0, 1+
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10 1 2 3 0 0 1 0+ 3+

11 1 1 1 0 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0

12 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

13 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

14 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

15 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

2.1.2.1.2. Question answers

Question: You have decided to play the game a second time, why did you want to play it
again?
Tester 1. It was fun to play! 

Tester 2. It's a fun game with quick and easy to learn mechanics. Also, don't too stressed

about dying because of the impermenance of items, armor and health. 

Tester 3-6. N/A

Tester 7. I didn't fully know the controlls the first time, wanted to retry the game. 

Tester 8. Not sure what killed me. Also didn't realize I was low on health. 

Question: What was the most memorable moment from your playthroughs?
Tester 1. The double guns! 

Tester 2-8. N/A

2.4.2.2. Reflection on design

2.4.2.2.1. Randomly generated biome layout

Introducing two additional columns and adding unique generation for each biome noticeably
had an effect on how unique each biome feels, and choices often feel more interesting. The
change was expected to have an impact, but just how much it changed how the game felt to
play was unexpected.

One of the main reasons for the big impact is that the player will more consistently be able to
choose between three options, instead of it regularly coming down to two when there are only
three columns. There are also more cards to take into account in general, making choices
more interesting as they are more informed and there are more possibilities. This also makes
the outcome of the game feel less random, as the player is less likely to get stuck in situations
they had no way to predict would occur.
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As mentioned earlier, in addition to actually making choices more interesting, decisions also
feel more unique due to how the cards are positioned. An example of how important the
feeling during play is can be seen in the city biome where sometimes the majority of choices
can have fewer than three options. This interestingly contradicts the previous point to an
extent, but shows how valuable the uniqueness is.

2.4.2.2.2. Boss abilities

Each boss now feels more interesting to encounter as they require some more specific
planning into what cards the player is bringing, the player’s current builds’ strength against
them, and how to play against them. New players should also be intrigued by bosses having
abilities as they would want to see how the other bosses work as well. It could also have the
opposite effect on new players as there is more to learn, and the bosses might be perceived as
stronger if the most optimal strategy against them is not clear. There might be indications of
this in the test data as no player won, but that could also be unrelated to this.

Most of the bosses also feel less predictable compared to before when they were just a clump
of stats. The player could quite easily calculate the damage that they would take and exit the
game early because they knew they were about to die. Evidence for this has been seen on
multiple occasions from previous playtest data. Now they are designed to be less predictable
as a lot of other factors need to be taken into account, making it harder to calculate how much
damage both the player and the boss will take.

2.4.2.2.3. Tutorial

The tutorial’s usefulness is unclear. Many testers died in it and some stopped playing part
way through it. Though one tester wrote that learning the game was quick and easy. It likely
depends on the player and their previous experience. However, the amount of testers that died
in the tutorial means that most likely did not read the information in it.

2.4.2.2.4. Replayability

In this test many testers did not finish the tutorial, yet of those that did, most played multiple
times. Some played over a longer period and it is possible that some have stopped playing to
come back later as they have started the game up multiple times. The biome layouts and boss
abilities seem to have made the game more interesting, however, it still feels like it is the
permanent upgrades that make the game replayable.

That many testers did not play enough to progress in the game may again be because most of
the game’s content is hidden from the player initially. It must be discovered as the player
learns how to play and starts using permanent upgrades. Because of this, new players may
perceive the game as lacking. This may especially be true for players that are not used to this
type of game.
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2.4.2.3. Reflection for design

As brought up in section 2.2.2.3.2. after the first iteration, introducing special effects for
“normal” enemies and mini-bosses could be an interesting way to add variance to the core
gameplay loop’s PDG system. It would likely have a large impact as these enemies with
effects would regularly be encountered, making more choices more interesting. Adding
effects to all enemies would make the game more complex making it harder for new players
as what Rosewater (2014) calls “board complexity” would be increased. It would therefore be
important to design the effects to be lenticular.

Then to get around the problem of players not seeing the hidden content early enough to
become interested, hooking the players early is important. As Rosewater (2013) writes,
players should be encouraged to be creative. Something that could be tested to do this, is to
tag permanent upgrades with categories pertaining to certain builds they could be used in. A
gun could for example have a “gun build” tag, and an upgrade that gives armour when the
player defeats enemies could be tagged “armour build”. This would hopefully show the
player that there are more upgrades to seek out as soon as they find one. They would see that
there is more hidden content.

Adding more perpetual novelty could potentially be achieved by randomising what
mini-bosses show up in a biome to make fewer elements of the game static. New mini-bosses
or bosses could also be added and randomised. Though for the variance it adds, this addition
might also risk making the choice of biome at the end of a stage less interesting. If the player
cannot predict what boss or mini-boss will be in the biome, they cannot strategise around
which boss their build is better for. The choice would then possibly no longer be meaningful
because of it. A simple fix to this could be to display which boss would be encountered
during the choice of biome.
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3. Discussion
To promote replayability in a game with a simple gameplay loop, the following tools and
principles were tested out to design the game. The usefulness of the tools and principles, how
they promoted replayability and how they changed the design approach were discussed.

3.1. Tools and principles

3.1.1. The Periodic Dilemma Generator
The PDG systems were introduced in the original design of the game as part of designing the
core gameplay loop. Since then, the tool has been used as a guide for the design in all
iterations. As the tool contains guidelines for designing meaningful choices, it was also useful
in many situations outside of working on the PDG systems. For example, while balancing
healing cards for the first iteration. One of the cards being much better than the others was
important to avoid as the choice would become obvious and as such less meaningful.
Previously implemented PDG systems can also be refined by adding more meaning to their
choices. This was for example done when changing the biome generation for the third
iteration. It added more outcomes to the core gameplay loop, making it feel more meaningful.

The PDG systems in the game seem to have made it more replayable. Especially important
was designing the core gameplay loop around it. With that, it felt like the player could make
an interesting decision with every move. Being able to identify PDG systems in this game
and others’ can help showcase what parts of the game provide the most interesting play for
the player. That part can then be improved to allow for play that stays interesting throughout
multiple playthroughs.

3.1.2. Aspects of Replayability
The Aspects of Replayability that were in focus for this study’s game were chosen before the
start of the game’s development as part of limiting the scope of the research. Those aspects
were then used as guidance for what to design towards throughout development. They were
considered the most when creating the original design to help see how each part of the game
could motivate players to replay. Though the aspects were considered less specifically for the
later iterations, they were still kept in mind. It was for example important to keep the game
balanced to help motivate the players through the mastery aspect in the second iteration. The
Aspects of Replayability worked like guidance towards set goals.

Using the Aspects of Replayability as design goals, helped focus the design on creating or
changing game elements that would all be an attempt to provide replayability. What aspect of
replayability each design decision could promote was considered. This meant that it was
possible to avoid decisions that were believed would promote the wrong aspects or none at
all.
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Overall, the Aspects of Replayability are not concrete goals as the motivations to play for one
aspect can be different from person to person. There might be different reasons that a player
wants to replay to improve their skills for example. So, to interest different players, and to
interest each player in more than one way, it seems to be important that a replayable game
promotes at least a few of the aspects. If the game was only replayable for one reason, then
players would not replay after that reason was exhausted. For example, as was reflected upon
in the second iteration, many players stopped playing after winning and many continued. If
the only reason to replay was to win, the players that wanted to play for another reason would
have either stopped earlier or not found any reason to replay at all. Which would have meant
the game was not as replayable.

3.1.3. Elements that create variance
To remove as many static aspects of the game as possible, these elements were considered or
even introduced from the start as part of the initial design. They were thereafter updated or
added on more occasions to further add more variance. In the game, both randomisation and
procedural generation were used to help create variance. When utilised in the right way they
can both be effective, but can otherwise cause the gameplay to not feel meaningful and even
too random. To help keep this in check, Aghekyan’s (2021) PDG tool was used to have a
better understanding of when choices are meaningful.

Using biomes felt like a natural choice to make the game spaces feel unique. Even as the
game’s early iterations only used randomisation to place the content inside the game space
and fixed bosses, it felt like it had an impact on the game’s replayability. This was much
further improved as procedurally generated game spaces were introduced. With them, each
biome felt unique and even playing the same biome again felt less repetitive.

Item pools were also something that naturally felt clear that they should be used. To avoid
fixed content you would want to randomise it, which item pools greatly help out with. By
keeping separate pools for most card types in the game, it was easier to exercise control on
the design by tweaking the drop chances of both card types and individual cards. Deciding
upon the sizes of each pool and keeping the content balanced were some of the more
challenging parts. The pool of permanent upgrades was clearly the most impactful on the
game’s replayability and required even more work on balancing and synergy making.

On the other hand, if the permanent upgrades were not randomised and they were all made
available for the player to choose from at the start of the game, they may still have been a
source of perpetual novelty. There would then still be different builds to try to play through
the game with. However, that could potentially only make players want to test the few, to
them, most interesting builds and then stop playing. When the player instead chooses from
different, though smaller sets of abilities every time, trying many more different builds is
encouraged.
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3.1.4. Synergy
The tool to design for synergy was primarily used during the first and second iteration.
Mainly as that is when the importance of the synergy between the permanent upgrades was
noticed, but also because the initial design required a larger quantity of content to have any
replayability in the first place. As mentioned, it became clear early on that synergy had a big
impact on the game’s replayability, but it also seemed to increase the perceived quality of the
game in general. Adding synergy between permanent upgrades created emergence with a
small amount of content and intrigued the player to discover more of the game’s content and
possible combinations. There were also other benefits brought up by Rosewater (2013) that
came with adding synergy such as skill expression that were noticeable in the game. The
partly negative part about synergy that was seen is how it “hides” the complexity through
lenticular design. This is usually good to reduce the entry barrier of the game, but might in
this case have made some new players miss the most interesting aspects of the game before
they stopped playing due to the players assuming the game to be lacking in complexity.

Rosewater’s (2013) “checklist”, or tool provided was also helpful to add synergy and to
analyse why certain upgrades became more interesting than others. Early on while using the
tool it is all about needs and meeting those needs, but as a designer becomes more
comfortable designing with it, they can start exploring the deeper concepts of layering and
crisscrossing solutions. As mentioned by Rosewater (2013), designing for synergy is a skill
that is improved by practising, but using their tool is a great starting point.

While synergy was one of the more important aspects to create replayability in this game, it
might not be the case for other games or genres. It does however seem like most games that
want the player to be creative, be it coming up with a strategy or simply crafting something,
this tool should be helpful in at least some capacity. Its use could be both to create emergence
and to add replayability to the game.

3.2. Designing for replayability
Even with the restriction of designing the game with a simple core gameplay loop, it never
truly felt like a limitation on the possible decisions that could be made. By utilising the
previously mentioned tools and principles, secondary mechanics that affected decisions
within the core gameplay loop were added. The permanent upgrades are especially impactful
because they stay with the player for the rest of the game affecting all future decisions.
Consumable cards in comparison will affect all decisions while on hand, but once they are
played, they no longer do. By also spreading out the permanent upgrades evenly as rewards
and in stores, their impact could be increased compared to other secondary mechanics, and by
doing so, make it easier to balance the game.

With the focus on permanent upgrades, they also became a requirement to win. It got even
more important to design them in a way so that the choice of which upgrade to acquire would
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always be interesting. This was achieved by adding synergy between them and other elements
of the game. The focus was now on allowing the player to be creative and to be able to
explore and experiment with combinations of the permanent upgrades. It was up to the player
to create their highlight moments, and for the design to support them in achieving that.

After the first iteration, it was clear that permanent upgrades were both the most interesting
aspect of the game and what added the most replayability to the game as a whole. The
question was where adding variance would have the most impact on the game. And in most
cases, it came down to being the permanent upgrades. The exceptions were to add more
variance to existing pools and things that were previously static.

While designing for the game to be replayable it seemed that the quantity of content in the
pools was important to allow for more variance. What was noticed though, especially with
larger enemy pools and upgrade pools, was that it could at a certain point cause problems.
With larger enemy pools, it could start to feel overwhelming with information as there could
be a plethora of enemies on the screen at once, all needing to be accounted for in the
decisions made. It made it so the player would have to calculate the outcome of more paths.
With too few enemies in the pools, it instead started to feel repetitive.

Similarly, it could be seen that a larger pool of permanent upgrades directly had a positive
impact on how replayable the game felt, but also to a certain point. With a lacking amount of
synergy, it did not feel like it would matter much how large the pool was. It was mostly just
for the player to have more to explore, but would not necessarily make the game better.
Instead, in the first and second iteration, the focus was on refining the existing pool by adding
synergy and balancing the content. This noticeably had a larger impact compared to just
adding new upgrades. It is a matter of quality over quantity, even though quantity can be
more important up to a point.

While the play time data is not fully reliable in the first and second iteration, some interesting
patterns could be seen looking at all the tests. The data shows how someone that plays
quickly played more times, while the players that played more slowly usually played fewer
times. Game length could therefore be said to be an important factor for the game’s
replayability. When designing, it was known that there needed to be enough game time for
the player to create an interesting build, but not what game length to aim for. It was therefore
mostly chosen based on testing.

Another thing that revolves around game length and play time is how the player plays. In this
game, slow and methodical play is encouraged as the player can not reverse their decisions,
and because there is no time restriction. It could have been interesting to see how promoting
different play styles would have affected the game's replayability.
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3.3. Limitations in study
While it can be theorised that the tools and principles used in this study can be used to
promote replayability in other games, it cannot be said with certainty based on this research.
It can only be claimed that this specific game or potentially games much like it can promote
replayability in this way. Claiming anything about other types of games would require further
research.

Another limitation is that the reflections and design decisions made throughout this research
are made by the authors of this study, and though informed by theory, are likely impacted by
their previous and current experiences. As such it is possible that if someone else performed
this study, it may have yielded different results.

The study is also limited to three game iterations. It is possible that a larger number of tests
and reflections on such might yield additional design reflections and learnings.

In this study, the time between players’ playthroughs could have been measured more
accurately. As it is, the collected data cannot show whether a player restarted the game or
came back to play again after a period of not playing. This data could have been useful in
reflecting on whether a certain iteration of the game was replayable. If the study were to be
repeated additional data would then be gathered. The time and date players started and
finished games would be collected to show how much time they spent before playing again.

If the study was repeated it may also be beneficial to ask the players the questions after the
second playthrough instead of the first. In this study, many players avoided answering the
questions. Their reasons are unknown. However, players that have played through the game
twice are likely more committed to the game and might be more interested in answering.
Additionally, the players that answered the question about why they played again often did so
to find out what would happen if they pressed replay, or because they now understood the
game enough to play it. Having that question later might have yielded different answers more
oriented to what they wanted from another playthrough.

An additional question could also be added to a repeat of this study. Players could be asked
before playing whether or not they usually enjoy this type of game. This way the questions
can show if a player that did not play for long stopped playing because the game was not
interesting enough, or because they saw what type of game it is and did not want to play
anymore.

Another change that could be made in a repeat of this study, is to spend more time on making
the game playable before starting testing. Some players’ question answers from the first
version and early iterations of the game state that they did not understand how to play. It is
possible that this same thing could have been the reason for players that did not play for long.
Therefore, introducing a tutorial to the first version of the game could increase the relevance
of the data.
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4. Conclusion

4.1. Conclusion
In designing to promote replayability in a game with a simple gameplay loop, the complexity
that was needed to provide perpetual novelty to the player was added to the secondary
mechanics instead of the core gameplay loop. The secondary mechanics were designed to
interact with the core gameplay loop to allow it to feel meaningful without being complex.

To design the game, four tools and principles were used. The core gameplay loop was
designed as a Periodic Dilemma Generator. Specific Aspects of Replayability were used as
guidance to design different parts of the game to motivate players to replay in specific ways.
Game elements were randomised to create perpetual novelty. Then creative play was
encouraged through designing synergising effects using Rosewater’s (2013) tool for creating
synergy.

The Aspects of Replayability helped focus the design though they mostly functioned as goals
to work towards. The Periodic Dilemma Generator tool on the other hand was used
throughout the design as both a design tool and a guide for creating meaningful choices.
Randomisation was added as part of the game’s initial design and remained the main source
of variance throughout all iterations. Designing synergy between game elements then
enhanced both the PDG of the core gameplay loop and the randomised variance. This made
the addition of synergy the design decision that provided the most replayability in the game.
However, the synergy checklist is also potentially the tool that is the most specifically useful
for promoting replayability in this game. Other tools may instead be the most important for
other games.

Overall, all the tools were useful even though some were more influential than others. Using
them together, they can guide the design to enhance the complexity of a simple gameplay
loop and promote replayability in a game through its interaction with the secondary
mechanics.

4.2. Future research
Future research building on this study could include studying how replayability can be
promoted in other types of games. Possibly games with a more complex core gameplay loop
or that are more action-oriented. Then potentially building on more studies about designing to
promote replayability, a methodology for designing replayable games regardless of genre
could be created.

Further research about designing synergy in games could potentially also build on this
research.
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Appendix
Appendix A - Link to the first version of the game on Itch

https://floorfood.itch.io/vsen-bachelors-degree-project-first-version
This is the third iteration of the game, but collects no play data.

Appendix B - Link to the first iteration of the game on Itch
https://floorfood.itch.io/vsen-bachelors-degree-project-iteration-1
This is the third iteration of the game, but collects no play data.

Appendix C - Link to the second iteration of the game on Itch
https://floorfood.itch.io/vsen-bachelors-degree-project-iteration-2
This is the third iteration of the game, but collects no play data.

Appendix D - Link to the third iteration of the game on Itch
https://floorfood.itch.io/vsen-bachelors-degree-project
This is the third iteration of the game, but collects no play data and contains no survey
questions.
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